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ABSTRACT
Background and aims: The effect of internet-based psychological treatment for gambling problems has
not been previously investigated by meta-analysis. The present study is therefore a quantitative syn-
thesis of studies on the effects of internet-based treatment for gambling problems. Given that effects
may vary according to the presence of therapist support and control conditions, it was presumed that
subgroup analyses would elucidate such effects. Methods: A systematic search with no time constraints
was conducted in PsycINFO, MEDLINE, Web of Science, and the Cochrane Library. Two authors
independently extracted data using a predefined form, including study quality assessment based on the
Cochrane risk of bias tool. Effect sizes were calculated using random-effects models. Heterogeneity was
indexed by Cochran’s Q and the I2 statistics. Publication bias was investigated using trim and fill.
Results: Thirteen studies were included in the analysis. Random effects models at post-treatment
showed significant effects for general gambling symptoms (g 5 0.73; 95% CI 5 0.43–1.03), gambling
frequency (g 5 0.29; 95% CI 5 0.14–0.45), and amount of money lost gambling (g 5 0.19; 95%
CI 5 0.11–0.27). The corresponding findings at follow-up were g 5 1.20 (95% CI 5 0.79–1.61),
g 5 0.36 (95% CI 5 0.12–0.60), and g 5 0.20 (95% CI 5 0.12–0.29) respectively. Subgroup
analyses showed that for general gambling symptoms, studies with therapist support yield larger
effects than studies without, both post-treatment and at follow-up. Additionally, on general gambling
symptoms and gambling frequency, there were lower effect sizes for studies with a control group
compared to studies without a control group at follow-up. Studies with higher baseline severity of
gambling problems were associated with larger effect sizes at both posttreatment and follow-up than
studies with more lenient inclusion criteria concerning gambling problems. Discussion and conclusions:
Internet-based treatment has the potential to reach a large proportion of persons with gambling
problems. Results of the meta-analysis suggest that such treatments hold promise as an effective
approach. Future studies are encouraged to examine moderators of treatment outcomes, validate
treatment effects cross-culturally, and investigate the effects of novel developments such as ecological
momentary interventions.
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INTRODUCTION
Gambling problems are maladaptive gambling behavior that
disrupt personal, family and/or vocational pursuits (Hodgins
& El-Guebaly, 2000). Prevalence studies indicate that be-
tween 0.7 and 6.5% of the adult population in Europe,
Asia, North-America, and Oceania report gambling prob-
lems (Calado & Griffiths, 2016). Although symptom levels
and type of gambling problems may change over time
(DeFuentes-Merillas, Koeter, Schippers, & van den Brink,
2004; Nelson, Gebauer, LaBrie, & Shaffer, 2009; Slutske,
Jackson, & Sher, 2003), some individuals experience chronic
gambling problems for many years (Bilevicius, Edgerton,
Sanscartier, Jiang, & Keough, 2020). Harms experienced by
problem gamblers comprise financial problems, relation-
ships disruption, emotional distress (e.g., shame, stigma),
health problems (e.g., stress-related medical conditions,
sedentary behavior impairing health), cultural harm (e.g.,
behaving at odds with cultural beliefs, reduced cultural
connection), reduced educational/occupational performance
(e.g., absenteeism), and criminal activity such as stealing
money to gamble (Langham et al., 2016).
The psychological treatment modalities for problem
gamblers with the strongest evidence base are cognitive
behavior therapy (CBT), motivational interviewing (MI),
and mindfulness interventions (Cowlishaw et al., 2012;
Matheson et al., 2018; Maynard, Wilson, Labuzienski, &
Whiting, 2018; Yakovenko, Quigley, Hemmelgarn, Hodgins,
& Ronksley, 2015). CBT typically involves monitoring of
gambling behavior, psychoeducation, and cognitive and
behavioral strategies aiming to control behavior, learning
problem-solving skills, coping strategies of dysphoric emo-
tions, and relapse prevention (Raylu & Oei, 2010). Meta-
analytic evidence supports the effectiveness of CBT, with
good treatment response in terms of general symptoms
(d 5 1.82), gambling frequency (d 5 0.78), and amount
of money lost (d 5 0.52) although the results at follow-up
were inconclusive due to limited data (Cowlishaw et al.,
2012).
MI explores and resolves ambivalence associated with
behavioral change, and comprises several communication
principles to facilitate this (Miller & Rollnick, 2012). Similar
to CBT, MI has yielded significant short-term treatment ef-
fects in terms of amount of money lost and gambling fre-
quency. However, long-term treatment effects were only
maintained for the latter outcome (Yakovenko et al., 2015).
Mindfulness interventions typically focus on being attentive
of the present as opposed to the past or future, engaging a
full, direct, and active awareness of experienced phenomena
(Griffiths, Shonin, & Van Gordon, 2016). Mindfulness in-
terventions have also yielded moderate to large effects for
gambling symptoms, urges, and financial outcomes (May-
nard et al., 2018). Moreover, meta-analyses have shown
personalized feedback on gambling (Peter et al., 2019) and
brief interventions (≤three sessions) to yield small, albeit
significant, treatment effects (Quilty, Wardell, Thir-
uchselvam, Keough, & Hendershot, 2019), whilst face-to-face
therapy yields better results than self-help approaches
(Goslar, Leibetseder, Muench, Hofmann, & Laireiter, 2017).
Despite the wide range of effective treatment options,
only about 10% of persons experiencing gambling problems
seek treatment (Ladouceur, 2005). Desire to handle prob-
lems themselves, stigma, secrecy, shame, not acknowledging
problems, practical issues (e.g. lack of availability, costs),
concerns about treatment, uncertainty, and avoidance,
pressure from others to continue gambling, and not wanting
to give up benefits from gambling are some of the barriers
that prevent persons experiencing gambling problems from
engaging in treatment (Rockloff & Schofield, 2004; Suurvali,
Cordingley, Hodgins, & Cunningham, 2009). Internet-based
treatments, referring to exchanges via email or chat between
client and therapist or web-based treatment programs, may
overcome many of these barriers by: (i) increasing feelings of
anonymity, (ii) encouraging openness and honesty, and (iii)
overcoming practical barriers such as distance to treatment
facilities, conflicts between treatment and other constraints
on time including child care or paid work, cost of trans-
portation to treatment facilities, and provision of treatment
relevant to cultural or language needs (van der Maas et al.,
2019). Other advantages of internet-based treatment are the
ease of recruitment, the possibility to assess symptoms
and to diagnose via the internet, the cost-effectiveness of
such interventions, and the opportunity to integrate such
treatments into regular clinical settings (Andersson & Titov,
2014).
Positive effects of internet-based treatment of addictions
have been attested to in several narrative reviews (Chebli,
Blaszczynski, & Gainsbury, 2016; Gainsbury & Blaszczynski,
2011; Giroux, Goulet, Mercier, Jacques, & Bouchard, 2017).
Although two narrative reviews of the effects of internet-
based treatment for gambling problems specifically have
been published (Griffiths & Cooper, 2003; van der Maas
et al., 2019), no quantitative review has so far been con-
ducted. Mixed findings comprising positive (Carlbring &
Smit, 2008; Casey et al., 2017) and nonsignificant (Luquiens
et al., 2016; Cunningham, Godinho, & Hodgins, 2019) have
also been reported. Accordingly, a meta-analysis was con-
ducted to evaluate the effects of internet-based treatment of
gambling problems, synthesizing both short-term and long-
term effects across three main outcomes: general gambling
symptoms, gambling frequency, and amount of money lost
gambling.
A meta-analysis on psychological interventions for
gambling problems showed larger effects for studies without
a control condition compared to studies with one (Pallesen,
Mitsem, Kvale, Johnsen, & Molde, 2005) which may be
attributed to spontaneous recovery (Walker, 2005). There is
also evidence of a better effect when therapist support (any
direct contact between therapist and patients via emails,
phone calls or other channels during therapy) is incorpo-
rated into internet-based interventions compared to treat-
ment without this (Rash & Petry, 2016). Moreover, baseline
severity of gambling problems has been shown to be
inversely related to successful treatment (Merkouris,
Thomas, Browning, & Dowling, 2016). Therefore, study
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design, therapist support, and baseline severity of gambling




The meta-analysis was pre-registered in the International
Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO:
CRD42020184582) and its procedures adhered to the
guidelines for Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) (Moher, Liberati,
Tetzlaff, Altman, & Grp, 2009).
Inclusion criteria
The meta-analysis included randomized controlled trials
(RCTs): (i) where adult participants with gambling problems
were randomized to different treatment arms (with and
without control group), and where the effects of internet-
based interventions (exchanges via email or chat between
client and therapist or web-based treatment programs) for
gambling problems were investigated, (ii) written in English
or a Scandinavian language, and (iii) published in a peer-
reviewed journals. Gambling problems was operationalized
as: (a) scoring above a set cut-off on a psychometric in-
strument assessing gambling problems, such as the South
Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS; Lesieur & Blume, 1987) or
the Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI; Ferris &
Wynne, 2001), (b) pathological gambling or gambling dis-
order diagnosis in line with DSM-IV (American Psychiatric
Association, 1994) or (c) self-referral, or referral for problem
gambling treatment by a health professional.
Another inclusion criterion was that the study reported
at least one of the following outcomes: (a) general gambling
symptoms, (b) gambling frequency, and (c) amount of
money lost gambling. No limits were set in terms of publi-
cation year. Also, no criteria were set in terms of the period
for reporting follow-up data. Studies were excluded if they:
(a) did not include at least one of the three aforementioned
outcomes, and (b) did not contain sufficient information for
effect size calculation (e.g., reported no group pre-post
means and/or standard deviations). In case of insufficient
data, information requests were sent to authors via email.
As pre-registered, the meta-analysis planned to include
both RCTs and pre-post intervention studies. However, pre-
post intervention studies were excluded based on journal
reviewer feedback, representing a post hoc deviation from
the original protocol.
Coding of studies
Raw data included in the meta-analysis were coded inde-
pendently by two of the authors using pilot-tested forms.
Each study was coded in line with the Problem/Population,
Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome (PICO) charac-
teristics: (i) participant characteristics (age, sex, diagnosis,
and method for diagnosis), (ii) intervention characteristics
(type, number of sessions, administration mode/with or
without therapist support), and (iii) control/comparators
(if present and type), and (iv) outcome variables. The studies
were further coded for publication year, design, sample size,
time for follow-up and information about handling of
missing data.
Risk of bias of the included studies
In order to evaluate risk of bias of the included studies, the
updated Cochrane risk of bias tool (RoB 2) was used (Sterne
et al., 2019). The tool has five domains for risk of bias
assessment: (1) bias arising from the randomization process,
(2) bias due to deviations from intended interventions,
(3) bias due to missing outcome data, (4) bias in measure-
ment of the outcome, and (5) bias in selection of the re-
ported result. The risk of bias evaluations for each domain
are: “low risk of bias”, “some concerns”, or “high risk of
bias”. Based on the evaluations on the five dimensions,
studies are assigned an overall risk of bias categorization
comprising: “low risk of bias”, “some concerns”, or “high
risk of bias”. Here, “low risk of bias” is indicated by “low risk
of bias” evaluations for all domains. Also, “some concerns” is
denoted by “some concerns” evaluations on at least one
domain and the absence of a “high risk of bias” evaluation in
any domain. Finally, “high risk of bias” is indicated by a
“high risk of bias” evaluation in at least one domain. Risk of
bias for each study was coded independently by two authors
for the five domains across 13 studies yielding a total of
65 domains or items of potential (dis)agreement.
Statistical analysis
For each study and outcome category, Hedges’ g with cor-
responding 95% confidence interval (95% CI) was calcu-
lated. Hedges’ g was preferred over Cohen’s d as the former
effect size corrects for small sample bias (Hedges, 1981). For
studies with follow-up, data from the final assessment were
used and compared to the control condition or to pre-
treatment data. Results across studies were synthesized with
a random-effects model where the between-study variance
was estimated based on the DerSimonian and Laird (1986)
procedure. This procedure is the most common approach
weighing studies with the inverse of their variance and as-
sumes that different studies estimate different, albeit related,
intervention effects.
For studies with control groups, the effect sizes were
calculated based on the post-treatment scores. For studies
with more than one treatment arm, but without a control
group, a within-group (pre-post, pre-follow-up) effect size
was calculated. In the latter case, the correlation coefficient
between the same measures over time was by default set to
0.50, in line with general recommendations (Follmann,
Elliott, Suh, & Cutler, 1992). Although only RCTs were
included, some RCTs had no control condition (e.g., two
active treatment conditions or lacked a control condition at
follow-up). In these cases, the effect sizes were calculated
based on the change from baseline to post-treatment or
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follow-up. Consequently, subgroup analyses comparing ef-
fect sizes calculated based on designs with or without a
control condition were therefore deemed appropriate.
Cases were collapsed (Cunningham, Hodgins et al., 2019,
2020; Hodgins, Cunningham, Murray, & Hagopian, 2019)
where different treatment arms did not yield significant
different results. For studies with several treatment condi-
tions and one control group (Luquiens et al., 2016; Casey
et al., 2017; Jonas et al., 2020), the effect size was calculated
based on the most extensive internet-based treatment con-
dition (e.g., more active, extensive and personalized content)
with the rationale of not underestimating the treatment
potential of such interventions for gambling problems.
When combining results from more than one outcome
within the same outcome category from the same study,
setting the correlation between outcomes to the default
(r 5 1.00) used in most meta-analytic software over-
estimates the standard error (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, &
Rothstein, 2009). To correct for this, the correlation between
the outcomes was set to 0.70 in line with another meta-
analysis (Bjørseth et al., 2021).
Between-study heterogeneity was assessed using
Cochran’s Q. Also, the I2-statistic was calculated. I2 reflects
the proportion of variation in observed effects that is due to
variation in true effects (Borenstein, Higgins, Hedges, &
Rothstein, 2017). I2 values of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 are regar-
ded as small, medium, and large, respectively (Higgins &
Thompson, 2002). If the meta-analysis included at least
10 studies (Sterne et al., 2011) funnel plots (available in
appendix) were generated in order to investigate if the
overall effect sizes were influenced by publication bias.
Publication bias is visually depicted by an asymmetric funnel
plot where studies with small sample sizes and small effects
are typically lacking (Harbord, Egger, & Sterne, 2006). The
funnel plots were supplemented by the Duval and Tweedie’s
(2000) trim and fill procedure which removes and imputes
studies in order to make the funnel plot symmetric and
subsequently recalculates an ‘unbiased’ overall effect size and
95% CI.
In order to estimate the robustness of the findings,
Orwin’s Fail-safe N (Orwin, 1983) was calculated based on
the number of studies with zero effects that would be
needed to bring the overall effect down to a trivial level of g
5 0.20, which is considered a small effect (Cohen, 1988). In
cases of significant between-study heterogeneity, subgroup
analyses was conducted. The subgroup analyses was based
on the recommended (Borenstein et al., 2009) mixed effects
model consisting of a random-effects model within sub-
groups pooling tau across groups as well as a fixed-effect
model across subgroups. The subgroups were a priori
determined and comprised studies with or without a con-
trol condition and studies with or without therapist sup-
port. A post hoc moderator, baseline severity of gambling
problems (DSM-based diagnosis or PGSI ≥8 vs. studies
with more lenient criteria), was also investigated. All ana-
lyses were conducted using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis
3.0 (Biostat Inc., 2014). Power analyses (Hedges & Pigott,
2004) for the moderator analyses were conducted setting
alpha to 0.05 (two-tailed) and based on small (g 5 0.20),




The literature search was conducted by initial identifica-
tion of relevant search words, among others by consulting
a previous review on this topic (van der Maas et al., 2019).
Relevant studies were then identified through searches in
the following literature bases: PsycINFO, MEDLINE, Web
of Science and the Cochrane library. The search covered
the period to July 31, 2020. A supplementary search was
conducted on May 1, 2021. It comprised different com-
binations of words reflecting gambling problems, such as
‘gambling disorder’, ‘gambling problems’ and ‘gambling
addict’p, combined with terms related to treatment, such
as ‘intervention’, ‘treatment’ and ‘therapy’, further com-
bined with words related to internet, such as ‘online’,
‘web’ and ‘internet’. A comprehensive overview of search
words used can be found in appendix. To ensure validity
and to avoid errors, screening of potential studies was
conducted independently by two authors. In case of
disagreement, a third author was consulted, and the
disagreement resolved through discussion. A total of
5,230 papers were initially identified. Based on title and
abstract, 5,185 articles were excluded. After removal of
duplicates, 45 papers remained where full text versions of
all were thoroughly screened. Of these, 32 did not meet
the inclusion criteria. A flow chart of the literature
screening process is shown in Fig. 1.
Records idenfied through 
database search (k = 5230)
Records screened (k = 5230)
Records excluded aer screening of 
tle and abstract (k = 5185)
Records assessed for eligibility 
(k = 45)
Full-text records excluded (k = 32):
No original data (k = 12)
Not problem gambler (k = 3)
Not relevant outcome (k = 4)
Not internet-based (k = 1)
Not treatment study (k = 2)
Conference abstract (k = 1)
Literature review (k = 1)
Not sufficient data (k = 1)
Non-RCT (k =7)

















Records remaining aer duplicates 
removed (k = 45)
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the literature search
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Characteristics of the included studies
Table 1 provides an overview of the characteristics of the
included studies. Of the 13 included studies, five were con-
ducted in USA/Canada, three in Sweden, two in Germany,
and one each from Australia, France, and Japan. Nine studies
had a control condition whereas four had no control con-
dition (e.g., two active treatments). The studies comprised a
total of 2,183 participants with 1,587 in treatment groups
and 596 in control groups. In two of the studies, participants
fulfilled criteria for pathological gambling based on the
DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). In ten
studies participants scored above a cut-off score on a relevant
diagnostic problem gambling instrument, or the group had
an elevated mean score on the PGSI (Ferris & Wynne, 2001)
or the SOGS (Lesieur & Blume, 1987). Finally, in one study,
participants were self-referred.
The weighted mean age across all studies was 37.9 years
and 63% of the participants were male. Ten studies provided
data for inclusion in follow-up analyses, where final follow-
up ranged from one month to 36 months with a weighted
mean of 8.3 months. All studies provided outcome data for
general gambling symptoms, of which 10 also provided such
data at follow-up. Eight studies reported data on gambling
frequency post-treatment and seven reported such data at
follow-up. Money lost was reported by five studies post-
treatment and at follow-up, respectively.
Interventions in the included studies
The 13 included studies comprised a total of 22 in-
terventions. Of these, 13 were based on CBT, of which four
included feedback/support from a therapist. In one study,
CBT was combined with interventions targeting unhealthy
alcohol use and mental distress, respectively. Seven CBT-
based interventions did not provide therapist assistance or
any additional treatment components. Two interventions
were based on personalized normative feedback, and one
was based on monitoring, feedback, and support. One
intervention was based on one session of brief advice.
Additionally, one intervention was based on an eclectic
approach encompassing elements from CBT, MI, and a
solution-focused approach with therapist support. Two in-
terventions comprised behavioral couple therapy, one con-
sisted of simple advice via emails, and one was based on
avoidance-learning related to gambling stimuli. The number
of treatment sessions ranged from a single session to 28
sessions with a weighted mean of 9.9. In five studies, par-
ticipants could log into the treatment program as often as
they wanted. See Table 1.
Risk of bias of the included studies
The two reviewers disagreed on 12 of 65 items resulting in
a concordance rate of 82%. Consensus was reached on the
12 discrepant items through discussion. Overall, all studies
were evaluated as having some concerns. Across the five
risk of bias criteria, studies were assessed as either low risk
(45 of 65) or having some concerns (20 of 65). More
specifically, all studies were evaluated as having low risk on
deviations from intended interventions, as well as missing
outcome data, and some concerns on outcome measure-
ment. Additionally, one study (Luquiens et al., 2016) had
some concerns regarding the randomization process and six
studies (Carlbring & Smit, 2008; Casey et al., 2017; Nilsson,
Magnusson, Carlbring, Andersson, & Gumpert, 2018;
Nilsson, Magnusson, Carlbring, Andersson, & Hellner,
2020; Rosen, Weinstock, & Peter, 2020; Wittekind et al.,
2019) were evaluated as having some concerns pertaining to
selective reporting of results. The final risk of bias assess-
ment is presented in Fig. 2.
Power analyses for moderator analyses
Eleven moderator analyses were conducted. Expecting a
small difference between subgroups (g 5 0.20), the power
varied between 0.05 and 0.26. Expecting a moderate
subgroup difference (g 5 0.50), the power varied between
0.19 and 0.91, of which two of 11 analyses yielded a po-
wer of 0.80 or above. In the cases of large subgroup dif-
ferences (g 5 0.80), the power varied between 0.40 and
1.0 where seven of 11 analyses yielded a power of 0.80 or
higher.
Results at post-treatment
Results for symptoms at post-treatment (13 studies; N 5
2,183) showed an overall effect size of g 5 0.73 (95%
CI 5 0.43–1.03). See Fig. 3. Cochran’s Q was 243.96
(df 5 14, P < 0.01) indicating significant heterogeneity, and
the I2 was 94.26. The funnel plot was not symmetric, and
Duval and Tweedie’s trim and fill procedure yielded an
adjusted overall effect size of 0.60 (95% CI 5 0.29–0.90).
Orwin’s Fail-safe N showed that 23 studies with zero effect
size would be needed to bring the overall effect size down
to a trivial level (g 5 0.20). Due to the heterogeneity,
subgroup analysis comparing studies with (k 5 9) and
without control groups (k 5 6) were conducted. The dif-
ference between subgroups was significant (Qbet 5 4.95, df
5 1, P < 0.05) showing lower overall effect for studies with
a control condition (g 5 0.47, 95% CI 5 0.07–0.87) than
studies without a control condition (g 5 1.23, 95% CI 5
0.69–1.77).
There was still significant heterogeneity within both
subgroups (with: Q 5 122.46, df 5 8, P < 0.01, I2 5 93.47;
without: Q 5 115.12, df 5 5, P < 0.01, I2 5 95.66. Also,
subgroup analysis comparing studies with therapist support
(k 5 7) with studies without therapist support (k 5 8)
was conducted. The difference between subgroups was
significant (Qbet 5 9.95, df 5 1, P < 0.01) indicating that
studies with therapist support yielded a larger overall
effect size (g 5 1.23, 95% CI 5 0.82–1.64, P < 0.01)
compared to studies without therapist support (g 5 0.39,
95% CI 5 0.08–0.71, P < 0.05) at post-treatment. However,
there were still significant heterogeneity within both sub-
groups (with: Q 5 54.43, df 5 6, P < 0.01, I2 5 93.44;
without: Q 5 106.71, df 5 7, P < 0.01, I2 5 93.44). Studies
with higher baseline severity of gambling problems were
Journal of Behavioral Addictions 5
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change and CBT-techniques based on
Hodgins (2002) and Ladouceur and
Lachance (2006))
N 5 34; eight sessions
Therapist support was provided
comprised feedback on homework
assignments by email and a weekly
telephone call
Waitlist
N 5 32 (at post,
not at follow-up)
NODS LOCF 36 months
Casey et al.
(2017)
44.4 41% Australia DSM-IV (online
checklist)
I-CBT (increased awareness of factor
related to gambling behaviour,
identifying and challenging thinking
errors, imaginal exposure, relaxation,
problem solving, dealing with
negative emotions, relapse
prevention).
N 5 60, six sessions.
I-MFS (monitor gambling behavior,
feedback on progress, supportive
measures).
N 5 59, 6 sessions.
No therapist support was provided
Waitlist
















40.5 43% USA/Canada PGSI≥3 (self-
report)
I-CBT (based on self-help booklets by
Hodgins (2002)). N 5 102, optional
no. sessions
I-CBT þ mood gym (internet
intervention for mental health
distress targeting depression and
anxiety)
N5 112, optional number of sessions












45% USA/Canada PGSI≥5 3 (self-
report)
I-CBT (based on Hodgins, Fick,
Murray, and Cunningham (2013)).
N5 151, optional number of sessions
No therapist support was provided
No intervention




































39.0 50% USA/Canada PGSI≥3 (self-
report)
I-CBT (based on self-help booklets by
Hodgins (2002)). N 5 143, optional
number of sessions
I-CBTþ alcohol feedback
(comparative feedback on alcohol
use)
N5 139, optional number of sessions









46.7 53% USA/Canada PGSI≥3 (self-
report)
I-CBT (self-assessment activities and
behavioural and cognitive strategies
for reducing and quitting gambling)
N 5 95, optional number of sessions






advice on how to
reduce/stop)














72% Germany Self-referral Eclectic (clarifying situation, activating
resources, establishing coping
resources, diary of gambling
behavior, develop control strategies,
enhancing quality of life, evaluating
pro and cons of gambling, gaining
overview on debts developing
emergency kits for high-risk
situations, feed on diary and
exercises.
N 5 54, optional number of sessions
Therapist support was provided and
comprised a 50min admission chat,
weekly feedback on diary/exercises
and a 30-min concluding chat
E-mail counselling (describe
gambling, impact on life, reasons for
stopping, feedback on how to cope,




N 5 57 (at post

































N 5 54, optional number of sessions







92% France PGSI≥5 (self-
report)
E-mailed I-CBT (based on Ladouceur
and Lachance (2006).
N 5 14, six sessions
Therapist support was provided and
comprised weekly emails by
psychologist with personalized
guidance
I-CBT self-help book (based on
Ladouceur and Lachance 2006)
N 5 44, six sessions
PNT (feedback on gambling category
and prevalence information of
category)
N 5 65, one session
Waitlist











36.8 89% Sweden PGSI≥8 (self-
report)
I-CBT (strategies handling cognitions
and cravings, behavioral activation
and functional analysis, motivation
enhancement and psychoeducation).
N 5 8, ten sessions
I-BCT (functional analysis,
behavioral activation, strategies for
handling gambling cognition and
psychoeducation)
N 5 10, ten sessions
Therapist support was provided for
both conditions and comprised


























































training, reinforce positive behaviors,
relapse prevention, repetition)
N 5 68, ten sessions
Therapist support was provided for




32.5 87% USA PGSI≥3 (self-
report)
Brief advise intervention (feedback
regarding problem gambling, risk
factors for development of problems,
suggested ways to reduce risk)
N 5 51, one session





seek help) N 5













about triggers, coping with urges,
message about cognitive distortion)
N 5 96, 28 sessions
No therapist support was provided
Assessment only












35.2 75% Germany SOGS≥1 (self-
report)
Approach bias modification (push all
gambling related pictures –
avoidance, pull all neutral picture –
approach with computer mouse)
N 5 66, one session













ATGS-8: Attitudes Towards Gambling Scale-8. GRCS: Gambling Related Cognitions Scale. GRSEQ: Gambling Refusal Self-Efficacy Questionnaire. GSAS: Gambling Symptom Assessment Scale.
GUS: Gambling Urge Scale. I-BCT: Internet behavioral couple therapy. I-CBT: Internet cognitive behavioral therapy. I-MFS: Internet based monitoring, feedback and support. ICS: Inventory of
Consequences of Gambling for the Gambler and Concerned Significant Others. LOCF: Last observation carried forward. NODS: NORC Diagnostic Screening for Gambling Disorders. PG-
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TC
associated with a larger (Qbet 5 99.68, df 5 1, P < 0.01)
effect size (k 5 6, g 5 1.76, 95% CI 5 1.50–2.01)
than studies with more lenient inclusion criteria (k 5 9,
g 5 0.24, 95% CI 5 0.09–0.39). There was still significant
heterogeneity in the latter group (Q 5 32.94, df 5 8, P <
0.01, I2 5 75.72).
Study Randomizaon Deviaons Missing Measurement Selecon Overall
Carlbring & Smit (2008)
Casey et al. (2017)
Cunnigham et al. (2019a)
Cunnigham et al. (2019b)
Cunnigham et al. (2020)
Hodgins et al. (2019)
Jonas et al. (2020)
Luquiens et al. (2016b)
Nilsson et al.  (2018)
Nilsson et al.  (2020)
Rosen et al. (2020)
So et al. (2020)
Wiekind et al. (2019)
Randomizaon: Bias arising from the randomizaon process. Deviaons: Bias due to deviaons from intended intervenons. Missing:
Bias due to missing outcome data. Measurement: Bias in measurement of the outcome. Selecon: Bias in selecon of the reported 
results. Overall: Overall risk of bias.
: Low risk. : Some concerns.
Fig. 2. Risk of bias judgement of the included studies
Fig. 3. Forest plot of the results for general symptoms at post-treatment
Fig. 4. Forest plot of the results for gambling frequency at post-treatment
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For gambling frequency at post-treatment (k 5 8;
N 5 1,730), a significant overall effect size of g 5 0.29 (95%
CI 5 0.14–0.45) was found (see Fig. 4). Cochran’s Q was
35.63 (df 5 7, P < 0.01) showing significant heterogeneity,
and the I2 was 80.35. Orwin’s Fail-safe N showed that only
three studies with zero effect size would be needed to bring
the overall effect size down to a trivial level (g 5 0.20).
Subgroup analysis comparing studies with (k 5 6) and
without control groups (k 5 2) were conducted. The dif-
ference between subgroups was however not significant (Qbet
5 0.84, df 5 1, P > 0.05). Neither were there effect size
differences (Q 5 0.14, df 5 1, P 5 0.71) between studies
with therapist support (k 5 2) and studies without therapist
support (k 5 6), nor between (Q 5 3.34, df 5 1, P > 0.05)
studies with higher baseline severity of gambling problems
(k 5 1) and studies (k 5 7) employing more lenient in-
clusion criteria.
In terms of amount of money lost gambling at post-
treatment (five studies; N 5 515), the analysis yielded an
overall significant effect of g 5 0.19 (95% CI 5 0.11–0.27)
which is depicted in Fig. 5. Cochran’s Q was 2.94 (df 5 6,
P 5 0.82) showing no heterogeneity across the effect sizes
whereas I2 was 0.00.
Results at follow-up
Results for general gambling symptoms at follow-up (k 5
10; N 5 1,195) showed an overall effect size of g 5 1.20
(95% CI 5 0.79–1.61). See Fig. 6. Cochran’s Q was 264.17
(df 5 11), P < 0.01 indicating significant heterogeneity, and
the I2 was 95.84. The funnel plot was asymmetric, and Duval
and Tweedie’s trim and fill procedure resulted in adjustment
of the overall effect size to 0.76 (95% CI 5 0.34–1.18).
Orwin’s Fail-safe N showed that 24 studies with zero effect
Fig. 5. Forest plot of the results for money lost at post-treatment
Fig. 6. Forest plot of the results for general symptoms at follow-up
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size would be needed to bring the overall effect size down
to a trivial level (g 5 0.20). Subgroup analysis comparing
results of studies with a control condition (k 5 4) to
those without (k 5 8) showed lower effects in the former
(g 5 0.162, 95% CI 5 0.558–0.882) compared to the latter
group (g 5 1.885, 95% CI 5 1.318–2.453), with a Qbet of
13.56 (df 5 1, P < 0.01). Significant heterogeneity remained
in both subgroups (Q5 36.97, df5 3, P < 01, I2 5 91.89 and
Q 5 206.15, df 5 7, P < 0.01, I2 5 96.60).
Regarding therapist support, the effect size in the sub-
group of studies (k 5 7) with therapist support had a larger
overall effect size (g 5 2.03, 95% CI 5 1.62–2.44, P < 0.01)
than the subgroup of studies without therapist support
(k5 5, g5 0.33, 95% CI50.02–0.68, P > 0.05) with a Qbet
of 38.15 (df 5 1, P < 0.01). However, heterogeneity was
significant in both subgroups (with: Q 5 55.94, df 5 6,
P < 0.01, I2 5 89.28; without: Q 5 37.30, df 5 4, P < 0.01,
I2 5 89.27). Baseline severity of gambling problems was
also significant (Qbet 5 40.36, df5 1, P < 0.01). Here, studies
with higher baseline severity (k 5 5) were associated with
a larger effect size (g 5 2.56, 95% CI 5 2.02–3.10) than
studies (k 5 7) with more lenient inclusion criteria (g 5
0.51, 95% CI 5 0.18–0.84) concerning gambling problems.
There was significant heterogeneity within both groups
(higher severity: Q 5 23.68, df 5 4, P < 0.01, I2 5 83.11;
less stringent inclusion criteria: Q 5 82.57, df 5 6, P < 0.01,
I2 5 92.73).
Regarding gambling frequency at post-treatment (k 5 7;
N 5 1,461), a significant overall effect size of g 5 0.36 (95%
CI 5 0.12–0.60) was found (see Fig. 7). Cochran’s Q was
70.05 (df 5 6, P < 0.01) showing significant heterogeneity,
and the I2 was 91.43. Orwin’s Fail-safe N showed that four
studies with zero effect would suffice to bring the overall
effect size down to a trivial level (g 5 0.20). Subgroup
analysis comparing studies with a control condition (k 5 4)
to studies without a control condition (k 5 3) showed lower
effects in the former (g 5 0.081, 95% CI 5 0.170–0.332)
compared to the latter group (g 5 0.693, 95% CI 5 0.407–
0.979), with a Qbet of 9.93 (df 5 1, P < 0.01). There was still
significant heterogeneity within the group without control
conditions (Q 5 28.87, df 5 2, P < 01, I2 5 93.07). Also,
subgroup analysis comparing the effect size across studies
with therapist support (k 5 2) to studies without therapist
support (k 5 5) showed no significant difference in terms of
overall effect size between subgroups (Qbet 5 2.52, df 5 1,
P 5 0.11). Subgroup analysis for baseline severity of
gambling problems on gambling frequency outcome was not
possible because all studies belonged to the more lenient
inclusion criteria.
For amount of money lost gambling at follow-up (five
studies; N 5 443), the results showed a significant overall
effect size of g5 0.20 (95% CI5 0.12–0.29). Figure 8 depicts
the forest plot. Cochran’s Q was 4.37 (df 5 5, P 5 0.63)
and I2 was 0.00 indicating lack of heterogeneity. Orwin’s
Fail-safe N showed that one study with zero effect would
suffice to bring the overall effect size down to a trivial level
(g 5 0.20).
DISCUSSION
The effect size for general gambling symptoms was large,
suggesting that online interventions have a substantial
impact from pre-treatment to post-treatment and at follow-
up. For gambling frequency and amount of money lost
gambling, small but significant effects were found post-
treatment and at follow-up.
The meta-analysis by Goslar et al. (2017) comparing
face-to-face treatment with self-help treatment reported
large effects for the former treatment on general gambling
symptoms (g 5 1.15), and moderate effects on gambling
frequency (g 5 0.74) as well as amount of money lost
gambling (g 5 0.67). Compared to face-to-face treatment
effects, the present meta-analysis suggests that internet-
based treatment overall has a smaller but substantial effect
on general gambling symptoms post-treatment. However,
on gambling frequency and amount of money lost gambling,
the findings of Goslar et al. (2017) suggest that face-to-face
Fig. 7. Forest plot of the results for gambling frequency at follow-up
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therapy is more effective than internet-based interventions.
Compared to self-help treatments (e.g., written material
or self-help workbooks) which yielded effect sizes for
general gambling symptoms (g 5 0.30), gambling frequency
(g 5 0.12), and amount of money lost gambling (g 5 0.13)
(Goslar et al., 2017), the present findings suggest that
internet-based interventions are associated with better out-
comes.
Additionally, previous meta-analyses (Cowlishaw et al.,
2012; Gosslar et al., 2017) show larger treatment effects for
general gambling symptoms than for gambling frequency
and amount of money lost, which also was attested in the
present meta-analysis. Whereas this suggests that gambling
frequency and amount of money lost are more resistant
to change, this finding may also reflect idiosyncratic char-
acteristics of the two outcomes. General gambling symptoms
are typically assessed with different screening instruments
with inherent restrictions on scores and standard deviations.
On the other hand, behavioral outcomes such as amount
of money lost varies more between individuals, providing
larger standard deviations and therefore smaller effect
sizes. With regards to the latter, it has therefore been sug-
gested that financial losses should be reported as a relative
parameter (e.g., in relation to an individual’s income) rather
than as an absolute parameter (Medeiros, Redden, Cham-
berlain, & Grant, 2018). The relative low effect size obtained
for financial losses may also reflect that gamblers (e.g., at
baseline) regularly underestimate their losses (Auer &
Griffiths, 2017).
For general gambling symptoms and gambling frequency
at follow-up, the subgroup analysis showed lower effect sizes
in studies with control group compared to those without.
This underlines the importance of including control groups
as a means to correcting results for spontaneous recovery
(Walker, 2005). The subgroup analyses further showed that
studies with therapist support yielded larger effects than
studies without such support on general gambling symp-
toms both post-treatment and at follow-up. This finding is
in line with a literature review on the effects of psychological
treatments for gambling problems (Rash & Petry, 2016) and
suggests that therapist support may be a useful add-on to
internet-based treatment of gambling problems.
In contrast to previous evidence (Merkouris et al., 2016),
studies with higher baseline severity of gambling problems
were associated with a better outcome regarding symptoms
of gambling problems both at posttreatment and follow-up
than studies employing more lenient inclusion criteria in
terms of severity of gambling problems. This finding is
in line with evidence from treatment studies on other ad-
dictions (Crits-Christoph et al., 2015; Tiet, Ilgen, Byrnes,
Harris, & Finney, 2007), and suggests that those worse off at
baseline have a larger treatment potential than those with
less severe symptoms at baseline. It is also plausible that the
studies with higher baseline severity of gambling problems
have various unexplored study characteristics than those
with more lenient inclusion criteria, and that these charac-
teristics account for the subgroup differences (Tiet et al.,
2007).
Although the moderators were significant in several of
the subgroup analyses, there were still significant and high
levels of heterogeneity within most subgroups. This implies
that several factors not investigated in the present meta-
analysis such as age, gambling severity, alcohol use, treat-
ment compliance, employment status, ethnicity, gambling
debts, personality traits, and action stage of change (Mer-
kouris et al., 2016) may influence treatment outcomes. This
denotes the importance of reporting how such factors are
associated with treatment outcomes. Also, future studies are
encouraged to examine treatment content and number of
therapy sessions as potential moderators of treatment
response as these factors have been suggested to affect
outcome (Cowlishaw et al., 2012; Pallesen et al., 2005).
Methodical limitations
The included studies had some important limitations. As
few studies had long follow-up time, uncertainty remains in
terms of the lasting effects of treatments. While all studies
Fig. 8. Forest plot of the results for money lost at follow-up
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included general gambling symptoms as an outcome, many
did not report effects on gambling frequency and amount of
money lost gambling. Future studies may better assess re-
covery by including measures of gambling frequency,
amount of money lost gambling and other financial, health
and social outcomes (Muggleton et al., 2021; Walker et al.,
2006). It should also be noted that some studies had lenient
inclusion criteria, below common cut-offs suggestive of
gambling problems. In terms of bias of the included studies,
the most noticeable limitations are that no study was based
on probability sampling and that majority of the studies had
a high attrition rate, as only three studies had a response rate
above 80% at final assessment. Noticeably, all studies were
conducted in Western Europe, North America, Australia,
and Japan. Consequently, the generalizability of findings to
other regions is uncertain.
A further limitation of the present meta-analysis is that
grey literature was not included which may have led to an
overestimation of the effects (Hopewell, McDonald, Clarke,
& Egger, 2007). However, it has been argued that unpub-
lished data are unlikely to have a significant impact on
findings in meta-analyses (Schmucker et al., 2017) and that
retrievable unpublished papers are not representative of
unpublished literature in general (Higgins et al., 2019).
Although significant, the findings related to gambling fre-
quency and amount of money lost gambling show that few
studies with zero findings would be needed to bring the
results down to a trivial level. This suggests that findings for
some of the outcomes are not stable.
Additionally, despite the high concordance rate of 82%, it
is noteworthy that the updated Cochrane risk of bias tool
(RoB 2) has been criticized for its complexity and poor
agreement (Minozzi, Cinquini, Gianola, Gonzalez-Lorenzo,
& Banzi, 2020). Importantly, as noted previously, consensus
was reached on items of disagreement through discussion.
Moreover, due to inconsistency in the reporting of outcomes
of comorbid symptoms such as anxiety and depression
across the included studies, they were not included in the
present meta-analysis. Language restriction of inclusion of
studies may also have limited the generalizability of the
findings. Furthermore, because the effect sizes for studies
with control conditions are based on comparisons at final
measurement (posttreatment or follow-up), it is plausible
that the results may have been biased in favor of studies with
large between-condition differences at baseline. However,
there is little reason to expect that the baseline differences
yielded systematic bias across all studies (overall effect size).
Finally, the power analyses for the moderator analyses show
that, overall, they have low power when effect size differ-
ences between subgroups are small or moderate.
CONCLUSION
Internet-based treatments for gambling problems may
overcome some of the obstacles (e.g., availability, costs, an-
onymity, and time) associated with face-to-face therapy for
gambling problems. The current results suggest that
internet-based treatment for gambling problems is effective,
yielding high effects on general gambling symptoms, but
small effects on gambling frequency and amount of money
lost gambling. The treatment effects were upheld at follow-
up. Still, the treatment field may advance further by for
example employing mobile apps, which in addition, may
provide ecological momentary interventions (Merkouris,
Hawker, Rodda, Youssef, & Dowling, 2020).
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APPENDIX
Search terms and literature bases
Abbreviations:
‘ti’: title; ‘ab’: abstract; ‘kw’: keyword; ‘mp’ in MEDLINE include: title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading
word, floating sub-heading word, keyword heading word, organism supplementary concept word, protocol supplementary concept word,
rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier, synonyms; ‘mp’ in PsycINFO includes: title, abstract, heading word, table of
contents, key concepts, original title, tests & measures, mesh; mesh: medical subject heading; ‘SCI-Expanded’: Science Citation Index
Expanded; ‘SSCI’: Social Science Citation Index; ‘A&HCI’: Arts and Humanities Citation Index; ‘ESCI’: Emerging Sources Citation Index
The Cochrane Library
(gambling* OR “gambling problem*” OR “gambling patholog*” OR “gambling compuls*” OR “gambling addict*” OR “gambling
disorder*”) AND (treatment* OR therap* OR intervention* OR CBT OR psychiatr* OR counsel* OR “e-therap*” OR etherap* OR “e-
counsel*” OR ecounsel* OR cybercounsel* OR “cyber-counsel*” OR cybertherap* OR “cyber-therap*”) AND (internet* OR web* OR




























27. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6
28. 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20
29. 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26
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27. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6
28. 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20
29. 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26
30. 27 and 28 and 29
Web of Science
1. “gambling*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
2. “gambling problem*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
3. “gambling patholog*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
4. “gambling compuls*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
5. “gambling addict*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
6. “gambling disorder*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
7. “treatment*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
8. “therap*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
9. “intervention*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
10. “cbt” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
11. “psychiatr*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
12. “counsel*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
13. “e-therap*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
14. “etherap*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
15. “ecounsel*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
16. “e-counsel*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
17. “cybercounsel*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
18. “cyber-counsel*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
19. “cybertherap*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
20. “cyber-therap*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
21. “internet*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
22. “web*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
23. “online*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
24. “app*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
25. “tablet*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
26. “ipad*” Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
27. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
28. 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI,
ESCI Timespan5All years
29. 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
30. 27 and 28 and 29 Indexes5SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI Timespan5All years
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Funnel plot general symptoms post-treatment
Funnel plot general symptoms follow-up
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